Modern Workspace Workshop

As enterprises grow, they’re often faced with the same business
challenges – including the ability to effectively communicate
within the organization. With an endless array of collaboration
solutions, we’re left with a disparate tool set resulting in a state
of confusion with various tools that can be difficult to navigate.
Fortunately, CDI has years of experience in integrating various
enterprise collaboration, video, and voice solutions whether it’s
on-prem, in the cloud or both.
CDI’s Unified Collaboration Application Framework (UCAF)
and Modern Workspace Workshop develops a plan with your
collaboration experience in mind:

Collaboration Pitfalls
When effectively
implemented, collaboration
tools create increased
efficiency and crossfunctional innovation.
But beware of these
common pitfalls that can
derail your adoption:
1

Confusing and difficult
to create and navigate
meetings

2

Too many mobile
applications for one
requirement

•

Take advantage of your Microsoft E3 – E5 – Direct Routing

•

Partner hosted or customer deployed approach

•

Create a better mobile experience

•

Use a single collaboration application

•

Utilize your existing enterprise dial-plan

3

•

Work with the video solution best suited
for your organization

Various tools for the
same outcome

4

Lack of focus on the
user experience

5

Spiraling support costs
due to lack of direction
of collaboration
applications

•

Aging PBX: upcoming refresh and
support renewal

•

Limited IT resources on staff: preferred
to outsource to MS providers

Other advantages include reduced support
costs, use of your existing IP enabled PBX,
simplified meetings, and low-cost expansion.
CDI has over two decades of enterprise video
and telephone expertise and can guide you
through a simplified experience. We understand
that effective collaboration technologies
support not only how people work today, but
how they will need to work in the future.
For more information, or to learn how you
can leverage and integrate the tools that you
already own, click here or schedule a meeting
via email.
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